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In times of social isolation and fear,
communities are banding together to

overcome adversity as a group
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"Consumers are looking for a sense of
caring and unity and heroism, they

want motivational stories about
people, they don’t want to feel sold

right now."
- Kit Yarrow, Consumer Behaviour

Researcher

Coronavirus is changing the way we operate
as a society. Despite growing uncertainty,
fragmentation, social isolation and fear,
communities are banding together to
overcome adversity as a group. Rather than
relying on top-down solutions, people are
joining community-led initiatives and projects
to take a more hands-on role for those at risk.

In times of crisis, we're seeing a real pivot
towards localvist consumers, which we called
out as a key group in our 2020 Shopper
forecast. Hyperlocal platforms are emerging
as a new safe space for people to connect
and share resources, while loyal customers
are coming up with creative ways to shop
local and support small businesses.

Meanwhile, 'caremongering' is increasingly
replacing fearmongering to tackle anxiety
and restore hope. Mutual aid groups are
coming to the fore, with small heroes uniting
to drive change and help in everyday lives.
Tech-powered communities are embracing
creative pursuits online to keep the
struggling industry afloat, while self-
organised groups crowdsource their expertise
and resources to solve complex challenges
together.
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"Now is the time to live local and not
to give up on small business. The

local businesses who employ most
of the workforce need your support
as well and we will continually give

back to the community."
- Nick Stone, CEO, Bluestone Lane

users to help save their local businesses
by purchasing gift cards for them to use at
a later time.

In the US, franchising stands to lose
26,500 small businesses due to Covid-19
alone, which signals a higher number for
those outside of the franchising industry.
As more local stores shut down, staff
support is becoming a top priority. Awoke
Vintage Brooklyn has set aside entire e-
giftcard sales to go towards payroll.
Frankel's Delicatessen & Appetizing also
set up an employee fund on GoFundMe,
with 100% of proceeds going directly to its
staff.

Meanwhile, local governments
are stepping in to stimulate consumption
on a local level. In China, citizens of
Nanjing and Hangzhou received discount
coupons that can be redeemed through
Alipay, while Jiaxing is issuing over $28m
worth of digital consumer coupons via
WeChat Pay. The South Korean
government is also issuing gift vouchers
for around 14 million households.

As previously highlighted in Coronavirus:
Global Change Accelerators and Strategies
for the Home Economy, consumers are
increasingly looking to shop local and
support small businesses amid the
prolonged quarantine and economic
downturn.

With the pandemic leading people to
develop a deeper sense of connection
to their local community, neighbourhood
hubs are playing a key role by offering a
safe space for people to connect and help
each other during these uncertain times.

In March 2020, hyperlocal social networking
platform Nextdoor saw a 80% spike in daily
usage. Users are now collecting donations,
supporting local businesses and connecting
struggling parents with useful resources.
Intentionalist, a Seattle-based platform that
connects people with minority and female-
owned businesses, has also seen a fivefold
increase in traffic.

Tapping into this growing demand, leading
US mass-media company Gannett launched
a new website, Support Local, that allows
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"It’s a way to organise, but it’s also a way
for people to remember the ability of
humans to be kind and empathetic and
dignified," Cindy Milstein, a Michigan-
based organiser, told Vox. "People are
desperate to help each other right now."

We will continue to see small heroes
uniting to make changes in everyday lives.
Covid19 Messengers is a new website
building a nationwide network of healthy
young people to deliver groceries and
medicines for those at risk. Originating in
Berlin, the Cooking for Heroes project aims
to bring fresh food straight from
restaurant kitchens to hospitals, serving
medical staff working hard on the front
line of the coronavirus crisis.

Going forward, philanthropic brands doing
their bit to maximise support for those in
need will help ease consumer fear and
restore hope in times of crisis. Team up
with these community-led groups to show
up and spread kindness.

Instead of relying on top-down government
solutions, community-led mutual aid groups
are rapidly popping up across the globe.
From running errands to making wellness
phone calls, these new groups of local
volunteers are striving to support their
vulnerable neighbours trapped in self-
isolation.

As a backlash to fearmongering sentiments,
'caremongering' is emerging as a positive
way to tackle coronavirus-related anxiety in
Canada. This new social media movement
encourages act of kindness within
communities. Similarly, Facebook groups
such as Love Your Neighbour Melbourne are
using the power of local connections to
transform people's fear into acts of
compassion and generosity.

Platforms including Covid-19 Mutual Aid UK
also offer an up-to-date list to help people
search the nearest local groups by their
address or postcode. Organisers are using
Google Spreadsheets, listing mutual aid
projects to encourage collective care.
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To make sense of challenging times,
individual artists are also coming up with
new ways to record this unprecedented
moment and spark everyday creativity as a
community. Illustration agency Handsome
Frank is now hosting free online portfolio
reviews for artists in lockdown in order to
provide helpful advice and inspiration.
Amid weddings being cancelled, a North
Carolina-based photographer started
the Pandemic Porch Portraits project to
capture families in her community while
overcoming financial hardship.

Brands looking to support struggling
young creatives should consider
partnering up with platforms such as
Patreon, which provides business tools for
creators to run a subscription-based
content service. While allowing fans to pay
directly and be involved in the community,
artists can take back creative control and
pay their bills. Patreon also launched
What The Fund, a grant to support
creators facing financial hardship due to
the coronavirus pandemic.

We previously highlighted that the current
outbreak is ushering in tech-celleration, with
digitised products and experiences creating
new opportunities. Brands will increasingly
see value in adopting immersive commerce
and 3D design. Facing a loss of income in
times of crisis, the creative community is
also banding together with innovative
grassroots initiatives and live-streaming
alternatives to keep the industry afloat.

The Social Distancing Festival is an online
community made to celebrate and
showcase the work of artists who have had
their shows cancelled. Cream Town is a new
online art shop collective collating
donations and featuring affordable works
from local artists financially affected by
Covid-19.

To continue supporting local creatives,
monthly pop-up market Fergusons
Downtown Las Vegas turned its March
event online. Its first Virtual Market in the
Alley enabled its community to shop local
alongside live music and live chats with all
the makers.
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As more people make collective efforts to
meet urgent needs, companies must
utilise every network they have to offer
open resources and increase production
capacity. Boston-based 3D-printing
specialist Formlabs is now mobilising its
networks and printers to mass produce
Covid-19 test kit swabs. HP's global digital
manufacturing community is also working
to deliver critical 3D-printed parts, along
with validated design files.

Meanwhile, the Million Mask Challenge is
taking off among youngsters, from high
school students raising funds for 3D
printed face shields, to fashion design
studios now crafting face masks for those
in need.

Brands looking to join this movement
should take cues from South Korean
beauty retailer Olive Young, which offered
its remotely working employees DIY kits to
donate handmade masks. Reformation's
Millions of Masks initiative also teamed
with LA Protects to organise local
manufacturers to make five million masks.

Along with many companies redirecting
resources and mobilising to help medical
professionals at the frontlines of the
coronavirus crisis, self-organised groups are
also crowdsourcing their expertise to take
solving the global supply shortages into
their own hands.

We're seeing a growing movement of people
3D-printing masks for healthcare workers. In
Latvia, programmers hosted a 48-hour
virtual hackathon dedicated to coronavirus
crisis solutions. Face Shields won first place
by designing the lightest 3D-printed part for
medical supplies. Launching on April 1
2020, the CoVent-19 Challenge is an eight-
week open innovation effort to design a
rapidly deployable mechanical ventilator.

A nonprofit initiative by technology
veterans, Maker Mask is building a
community of 3D printing enthusiasts to
create essential items locally with open-
source design. Washington's community
workshop Yakima Maker Space is also
using its 3D printers to donate reusable
face masks to hospitals in the region.
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"Covid-19 is an emergency on such
a huge scale that if anonymity is

managed and appropriately used,
apps and even social media

platforms could actually play a
responsible part in helping to build

collective crowd intelligence for
social good rather than profit."

- Nicky Whiting, Head of
Compliance, Bulletproof

community help together. Activists on
Reddit have also created a free archive of
5,352 scientific articles covering the
coronavirus.

Youngsters are flocking to social media
and even developing their own platforms
for more clarity. In February, 27-year-old
South Korean student Donghun Lee
launched Corona Map, a virus-tracking
website based on official statistics from
the government. Two middle-school
students from the city of Daegu developed
the CoronaNow app to offer accurate
information for the public and donate its
profit from online advertisements to local
communities.

In Hong Kong, 17-year-old student Andy
Tang runs a WhatsApp group called
GloNews Room as an alternative resource
to suppressed information. Meanwhile, a
new crop of Instagram meme accounts,
including @NRHSmeme and @newrotrash,
are emerging as a new way to connect and
share information among US teenagers.

As we predicted in Key Ideas 2020,
collaborative intelligence – the combination
of machine efficiency with human qualities
for enhanced capacity – is now being used
to solve complex challenges such as the
coronavirus outbreak.

With the help of technology, global
communities are working together to share
a wider range of information and insights.
Toronto-based start-up BlueDot's outbreak
risk software safeguards lives by predicting
the pandemic and modelling outbreaks.

Open-source projects are also emerging as
a valuable tool to help epidemiological
understanding and improve outbreak
response. Nextstrain offers real-time
tracking of pathogen evolution along with
analytic and visualisation tools for use by
the community.

The Coronavirus Tech Handbook is a
crowdsourced library for technologists,
institutions and researchers. This intuitive
resource allows thousands of contributors 
to build self-isolating survival toolkits and
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• With more consumers wanting to do their
bit to help others, brands should think of the
big picture and use this time to build deeper
relationships. Provide a sense of security
through reassuring and positive messaging.
Take cues from East London fitness centre
Blok, who teamed up with Beats by Dre to
livestream free workouts, accompanied by
community challenges and inspirational
stories to bring people together

• Offer a safe space for communities to
connect and spread kindness and empathy.
This can alleviate consumer fear and boost
loyalty in the long term. Consider offering
meaningful discounts and services that help
people stay connected

• Amid prolonged self-quarantining, store
closures and event cancellations, the creative
community will be hit particularly hard.
Brands should drum up direct support for
struggling artists via donations or innovative
platforms to boost exposure. Offer accessible
resources and archives, as well as creative
and emotional outlets online
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